LED PAR CAN
User’s manual

Before use please read this manual
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1. Features:
Voltage:AC 110-260V，50/60Hz
Power:100W
Lamp:7pcs *6in1 LED and 64pcs*0.2W RGB LED
Packing Size: 21×21×15cm
Net Weight:4.5Kg; Gross weight:5kg
Colorful color ;
automatic / online synchronization
Strobe mode;
multi-channel mode DMX512 Console

2. Safety precautions:
To ensure that the local voltage and the required voltage for product is
consistent.
 If a product's power cord is damaged, please do not try to use the product.
Do not try to unplug the power cord from the ground plug. Plug is used to
reduce short-circuit electric shocks and fire prevention.
 Before making any connections disconnect the main power supply.
 In any case, please do not remove the lid, which is not part of the user can
use.
If the product of the shell is missing, please do not run product.
 Do not stuff the products to the dimmer package.Guarantee that the
product in the ventilate place ,and maintained between the product and
the wall 6 feet (15 cm) distance.
 If damaged, please do not run product.
 If the long-term non-use products, please disconnect the power.
 Make sure the product located in a safe and stable place.
 Special attention to the power cord from being pinched or out of product.
 Cleaning :
In accordance with the manufacturer's recommendation to clean products’
fixed position. Please read the "cleaning" in detail.
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3. Heat output
Devices should be away from heat sources such as radiator, heater, warm
furnace or other devices generate heat.
In the following circumstances, the fixed installations are required to qualified
service personnel overhaul:
A. When the power cord or plug is damaged.
B. The product fall or when the liquid outflow the device.
C. When the device does not work correctly, or have some change in the
exhibition.

4. Installation of power:
At the time of switching in power, make sure that the voltage in your area is
consistent with the the led spot light’s voltage. This for AC110-240V. Since
different parts of the voltage is different, so products in operation, make sure
your wall outlet voltage consistent with the product.

5. DMX combination:
In order to ensure a fixed DMX data transmission, when using several DMX
device to the fullest extent possible use the shortest cables. Fixtures
connected to the DMX channel order does not affect the choice of DMX. For
example:when the allocation of fixed installations DMX 1 channel, DMX will be
located in any location, in the front, back or middle of anywhere. When the
fixed installations assigned to DMX 1 channel, whether it is located in which of
the DMX channels, DMX controller is aware that the data sent on the

channel
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one.

6. Usage mode:
You can use the following four ways:
Automatic ---- This section will automatically operate through a variety of
colors .
RGBWY Mode ---- select a color or a different color in order to maintain the
same state.
DMX control mode --- This function will be under the standard of DMX512
controller, let you control each device separately.

7.LED display:
The digital display like below:
A: Menu
B: Up
C:DOWN
D:Enter

A

B

C

D

No

LED display

function

1

A001

DMX address(12CH)

4

2

D001

DMX address(7CH)

3

R000-R255

Red

4

G000-G255

Green

5

B000-B255

Blue

5

W000-w255

White

7

Y000-Y255

Amber

8

U000-U255

Purple

9

FH0-FH99

strobe

10

Cc01-C099

Color choose

11

F000-F010

Show mode

12

S000-S100

Sound sensor

CHANNEL TABLE

Mode 1
(7)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Channel

red
green
blue
white
yellow
UV
000-005:close
006-013:Red (phase1)
014-021:Green (phase1)

Mode
2
(12)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Channel

Dimmer
Red
Green
Blue
White
Yellow
uv
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022-029:Blue (Phase1)
030-037:Red (phase2)
038-045:Green (phase2)
046-053:Blue (Phase2)
054-061Red (phase3)
062-069:Green (phase3)
070-077:Blue (phase3)
078-08:Red (phase4)
086-093:Green (phase4)
094-101:Blue(phase4)
102-10: opposite phases red
110-117:opposite
phases
green
118-125:opposite
phases
Blue
26-133:the other opposite
phases red
134-141:the other opposite
phases Green
142-149:the other opposite
phases Blue
150-157:red(phase1+phase2)
158-165:Green(phase1+phase2
)
166-173:Blue(phase1+phase2)
174-181:red(phase1+phase2+p
hase3)
182-189:Green(phase1+phase2
+phase3)
190-197:Blue(phase1+phase2+
phase3
198-205:all ring red
206-213:all ring green
214-221:all ring blue
222-229:all ring red and
green
230-237:all ring red and blue
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238-245:all ring green and
blue
246-253:all ring RGB
8
9

10
11
macr
o
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Strobe
Ring:000-005
NULL
006-050 color
051-100
jump
change
101-255:auto run
Speed of CH9
000-010 NULL
011-049 color
050-099:jump
change
100-149 change1
150-199:change2
200-249:change3
250-255
sound=activate
Speed of CH11

8.Cleaning
As the smoke and dust corrosion, internal and external vision lens must be
cleaned out to make the light output power optimization.
1. Use the glass cleaner and soft cloth to clen the package.
2. Every 20 days, use the glass cleaner and soft cloth to clean the external lens.
3. When you insert the power is always to ensure that every part of the product
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dry.
When Fixtures run, require regular cleaning according to the different
environments.

9.Troubleshooting
The following are some common problems encountered and the solutions
when the customers use it:


For there is no response to DMX



Check the DMX cable is properly connected (pin3 as follows: "hot", in
other DMX devices, pin2 are also as follows: "hot" means.



For the voice made no reply

Sound is too small or too high-profile voice can not make it up and running. If
this problem persists, please contact your vendor for help.

10.Remove the goods:
Thank you for your purchase our products. Each one of this items has been
thoroughly tested, and in the best working condition in the shipment on board.
Carefully check the carton during shipment of damage occurring. Occurs if the
carton is damaged, carefully check the location of damage and to ensure that
all the necessary accessories are intact functioning. If the damage has been
caused, or some parts has been lost, please contact the manufacturer or
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vendor for further instructions. Please do not contact in the absence of
circumstances, to return the goods to the seller.

11.Description:
This item is a model of the control of several kinds of audience spot light. This
light widely used in mobile DJ and clubs. This aspect can be used alone or as
part of a voice-activated to run through several kinds of mode control.

12.Note:
There is no users can use the part. Please do not try to repair itself, otherwise it
will make the product warranty expired. For more information, please contact
your manufacturer or seller. If possible, please recycle shipping carton.
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